
Subway Surfers

**About Subway Surfers**

Subway Surfers is a free Endless Run game in which you have to try to flee from the inspector. 

In Subway Surfers you have to help the three main characters to flee from the inspector and its

dog.  For this purpose you have to slide the rail tracks, jump over barriers and sidestep the trains.

Run as fast as possible and show a good capacity of reaction: as soon as the inspector overtook

you, the game is over. Enjoy the fun of this Endless Run game on your smartphone. You find the

links for the free Subway Surfers app on our web page.  **Subway Surfers – how does is work?**

-	Flee from the inspector: The main task of Subway Surfers is the escape from the inspector and

its dog. By helping the characters Jake, Tricky and Fresh to slide the rail tracks and to sidestep

different barriers, you can escape the inspector. But attention: The longer the game, the faster your

character will be. The game is over as soon as the inspector overtook you. Show a good capacity

of reaction and concentrate: A single failed avoiding could be the end of your game. 

-	Jump, run, cower: On Subway Surfers you not only have to slide the rail tracks but also sidestep

different barriers. So you have to sidestep for example trains, jump over barriers or cower under

items. 

-	Collect coins: Along the whole distance you’ll find coins which you have to collect during your

escape. The longer your game lasted, the more coins you’ll receive. You can use the collected

coins to buy new items or upgrades for your character in the shop. 

-	Jetpacks and Hoverboards: On Subway Surfers you cannot only use your feet but also

Hoverboards or Jetpacks to sidestep the barriers and slide the rail tracks. By using the Jetpack or

the Hoverboard you can also collect coins which are located in higher areas for example above the

transmission lines. 

Conclusion: Subway Surfers is a big amusement for the young and the young at heart and

demands highest concentration and a fast capacity of reaction from players. By the use of

different barriers and a rising game speed the game will never become boring. 


